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The year 2001 started for us with new demanding tasks connected with participation in a new research
project performed in collaboration with aexcellent teams from six countries under the 5h EU the Quality of
Life Programme. The aim of the project EXPAH is to propose methods of molecular epidemiology for the
risk assessment of exposure to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the air. The exploration of cause-effect
relationships for carcinogenic agents will be based on the study of exogenous and endogenous influence on
DNA damage in exposed population, and will determine the relationship between biomarkers of exposure,
effects and susceptibility in the exposed populations. Analysis of this damage is carried out using highly
specialising multidisciplinary techniques brought together by seven laboratories specialised in chemical,
biochemical and biological techniques for analysing DNA damage and repair, together with access to
populations exposed to environmental pollution and experience in collecting samples.

In the year 2001 all the members of the department put much effort in co-organizing XII Meeting of the
Maria Sklodowska-Curie Polish Radiation Research Society. The Meeting was held in the September in
Krak6w and rewarded hard work of everybody with many applauding comments for the high scientific and
organization level.

Our parallel activities were concentrated on arrangement and preparation of the forthcoming Course on
Human Monitoring for Genetic Effects proposed to us by the Alexander Hollaender Committee of the
International Environmental Mutagenesis Society.
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The Alexander Hollaender "HUMOGEF" Course will concentrate on the commonly measured
biomarkers (chromosome aberrations; micronuclei; DNA damage), but others (p53 protein levels; metabolic
genotypes) will also be addressed. Scientists of international standing from the fields of toxicology,
molecular biology, cytogenetics, mutation, and epidemiology, will present and discuss the state-of-the-art
knowledge and recent developments in human monitoring for biomarkers (http://humogef.ifJ.edu.pl). The
course that had already attracted many participants, will include both lectures and demonstrations. We hope
that participants of the course should gain the knowledge on mechanisms leading to environment related
health effects and establishment of mechanistic and dose response data to better link exposures to effect from
epidemiological studies.

Professor Antonina Cebulska-Wasilewska

REPORTS ON RESEARCH:

An Investigation of the Mutagenic Damage that is Caused in Human Cells
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Orthopaedic joint replacement is the second most commonly performed surgical operation in the UK.
However, the joint replacement becomes loose in approximately 20% of patients, resulting in the generation
of particular and soluble wear debris. This wear debris contains metals, including Ni, Cr, Co, Vi, and Ti,
which are known carcinogens or mutagens as well as plastic and cement. The wear debris is systematically
disseminated to the bone marrow and lymph nodes. Previous studies have shown an increase in chromosomal
aberrations in the bone marrow of patients exposed to wear debris [1 2 observed a 5-fold increase in
aneuploidy in the peripheral lymphocytes of patients with titanium prostheses and a 3.5-fold increase in
chromosomal translocations in the peripheral blood of patients with cobalt chrome prostheses. Increasing
numbers of young patients are undergoing joint replacement surgery; one-third of patients are now under 60
years of age, and 10% are under 40. Therefore, there is concern for the health of these patients and for their
offspring after long term exposure.

The aim of this study was to examine the mechanism of the genetic damage observed in vivo using an in
vitro system analysed by the comet assay and flow cytometry. Pooled human amnion cells in tissue culture
were exposed to wear debris extracted from patients with failed prosthesis, using a dose of wear debris that
give a statistically significant induction of micronuclei after 24 h of exposure. The results show that Co/Cr
wear debris causes a progressive increase in DNA damage with time, and initial decrease in cell viability up
to 6 h In contrast, no DNA damage was detected in cells exposed to titanium wear debris even after 9 h of
treatment, and cell viability was unaffected. Both, Co/Cr and Ti wear debris caused the arrest of cells in -
phase after 24 h of treatment. The normal kinetics of the cell cycle was restored following a further 24 h
exposure to Ti, but not Co/Cr. The result show that the different mutagenic effects of titanium (aneuploidy)
and Co/Cr (chromosomal translocations) wear debris are accompanied by differences in the cell cycle
kinetics, cell viability and DNA damage. Further experiments are in progress to reveal the precise nature of
induced DNA damage, the mechanisms responsible for alteration in the cell cycle and the genes involved in
the chromosomal alterations observed.
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